
 

 

 

Tour Name: Camellia 

Duration:  5 nights and 6 days (2 nights: Tehran - 3 nights: Golestan city) 

Tour Services: Accommodation in traditional and nice houses, equipped bathroom, breakfast, lunch, dinner, tourist 

car, supervisor team, insurance and snake. 

Travel Essentials: identification card, medicine and personal items, walking and hiking shoes, backpack for one day, 

warm clothes, wind-ward dress. 

Attractions: 

 Milad Tower and Niavaran Palace 

 Ecotourism and beautiful Turkmen Cottages for accommodation  

 forest and waterfall of Golestan city 

 the tomb of Khalid Nabi and the historical 5,000 year old cemetery 

 observing the Stars of Minoo Dasht’s Sky 

 the fair of crafts and local clothing 

 Gonbad-e Qabus ( or Qabus dome)One of the largest brick tower in the world 

 Ala Gol lake and Paragliding 

 horse riding, Turkmen tribes and local live music 

 



Itinerary: 

First Day: Arrival in Tehran, transfer to the hotel and then city tour: Visiting the Milad Tower and Niavaran Palace. 

Second Day: we leave Tehran early in the morning and move toward Turcoman region. After about 600 km, we 

arrive at our accommodation place at noon. Then we have a tour in Turcoman houses in the afternoon.  

Third day: after breakfast, we visit beautiful surrounding plains, then after lunch and some rest, we experience riding 

the Turcoman horses. We have also live music and gathering around each other. 

Fourth day: after breakfast, we visit the waterfalls of Golestan City, then we will have our lunch in pleasant place 

with beautiful view. Afternoon, visiting the tomb of Khalid Nabi and the historical 5,000 year old cemetery. Then, we 

have soiree and gathering around each other with live music. Late at night, observing the Stars is the last part of our 

program.  

Fifth day: after breakfast, we visit Gonbad-e Qabus, the fair of crafts and local clothes. Then after lunch, we move 

toward Tehran, then transfer to hotel for overnight. 

Sixth day: free for tourism, transfer to the airport for departure. 

 

This itinerary will be changeable due to the traveler plan and the environmental factors. 

 


